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Recent experiments have identified fascinating electronic orders in kagome materials, including intriguing
superconductivity, charge density wave (CDW) and nematicity. In particular, some experimental evidence for
AV3Sb5 (A =K,Rb,Cs) and related kagome metals hints at the formation of orbital currents in the charge density
wave ordered regime, providing a mechanism for spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking in the absence
of local moments. In this work, we comprehensively explore the competitive charge instabilities of the spinless
kagome lattice with inter-site Coulomb interactions at the pure-sublattice van Hove filling. From the analysis
of the charge susceptibility, we find that, at the nesting vectors, while the onsite charge order is dramatically
suppressed, the bond charge orders are substantially enhanced owing to the sublattice texture on the hexagonal
Fermi surface. Furthermore, we demonstrate that nearest-neighbor and next nearestneighbor bonds are charac-
terized by significant intrinsic real and imaginary bond fluctuations, respectively. The 2×2 loop current order
is thus favored by the next nearest-neighbor Coulomb repulsion. Interestingly, increasing interactions further
leads to a nematic state with intra-cell sublattice density modulation that breaks the C6 rotational symmetry. We
further explore superconducting orders descending from onsite and bond charge fluctuations, and discuss our
model’s implications on the experimental status quo.

I. INTRODUCTION

Exploring novel quantum states has been a central theme in
contemporary condensed matter physics. As one of its core
representatives, electronic correlations have fostered intrigu-
ing quantum states in cuprate high-temperature superconduc-
tors [1]. In particular, for the pseudogap phase found in the
cuprate phase diagram, an exotic charge order with circulat-
ing loop currents descending from the marginal Fermi-liquid
regime has been proposed by Varma [2, 3]. Such loop current
order, which preserves the lattice translational symmetry, is
expected to yield unique experimental signatures, and its fluc-
tuations could provide a mechanism for d-wave pairing [2].
Most importantly, the loop current order formation devises a
mechanism for correlated electron systems to spontaneously
break time reversal symmetry without magnetism, i.e., in the
absence of local moments. The experimental status of loop
currents in the cuprates, in particular whether they live up
to energy scales relevant to high-Tc superconductivity, is still
heavily debated [4, 5]. Meanwhile, in theory, the loop current
order paradigm has proliferated from the cuprates to bernal-
stacked bilayer graphene and twisted bilayer graphene [6, 7],
where such proposed orbital loop currents could imply non-
trivial topological properties. As fundamentally interesting as
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orbital current phases present themselves to be, it has been
challenging to theoretically devise a solid microscopic foun-
dation for such a state beyond mean field theory and biased
variational methods. This not only applies to the formation of
such a state per se, but also to the energy scale associated with
it, as already seen by partially conflicting numerical evidence
stemming from the analysis of finite size systems [8–12].

The recent discovery of Fermi surface instabilities in
kagome materials such as AV3Sb5 (A = K,Rb,Cs) [13–15]
and FeGe [16–18] has unveiled a wealth of remarkable prop-
erties, such as intriguing superconductivity (SC) and charge
density waves (CDW). In AV3Sb5, the CDW order occurs at
a temperature ranging from 78 to 103 K, displaying transla-
tional symmetry breaking and 2×2×2 reconstruction [19, 20].
Intriguingly, signatures of time-reversal symmetry break-
ing associated with the CDW have been detected through
muon spin resonance (µSR) [21], optical polarization rota-
tion [22], chiral transport [23], magneto-optical Kerr effect
measurements [24], and laser-based scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy [25]. They imply the potential presence of loop cur-
rent order in kagome metals with a signal strength and data
diversity far beyond existing evidence in cuprates [26–30]. It
should be noted, however, that the experimental status quo
even for AV3Sb5 is far from settled. For instance, high resolu-
tion polar Kerr effect studies can be interpreted in favor of the
absence of time reversal symmetry breaking [31].

In the kagome metal FeGe, a CDW transition is observed
within the A-type antiferromagnetic state [16], where mag-
netic moments align ferromagnetically within each layer and
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antiferromagnetically between layers. The CDW shares the
same wavevector as observed in AV3Sb5, and its emergence is
accompanied with an enhancement in the magnetic moment
and anomalous Hall effect [17]. Across these kagome material
families, multiple van Hove singularities (VHSs) located near
the Fermi level have been identified [32, 33], with the VHSs
in FeGe arising from spin-minority bands due to large ferro-
magnetic splitting in each layer [17, 18]. These VHSs, which
exhibit Fermi surface nesting, are believed to play a pivotal
role in driving the correlated phenomena observed onsetting
to the intra-layer ferromagnetic background, in particular with
regard to the CDW.

The VHSs in the kagome lattice exhibit a unique sublattice
texture. It implies matrix element reduction effects of scatter-
ing channels between VH points, and has hence been coined
sublattice interference (SI) [34, 35]. Whenever the accumula-
tion of electronic density of states at the VH points represents
a relevant contribution to the formation of Fermi surface insta-
bilities, it is to be expected that SI could have a crucial impact
on the nature of electronic order. Despite intensive theoretical
studies, the question of whether electronic interactions within
the kagome lattice, intertwined with SI, can give rise to loop
current states at van Hove filling remains an open issue. Stud-
ies using the functional renormalization group approach ap-
plied to the t-U-V model have not identified the presence of
such orders [34, 36–39]. Mean-field analyses, however, sug-
gest that longer-range interactions, in particular to the range
that couples all sites involved in a current loop, could have
a crucial impact on loop current order [40]. Additionally, the
topological loop current order can get promoted by bond order
fluctuations [41].

In this article, we seek to perform model building that aims
at providing a microscopic foundation for loop current order.
Our work is guided by the core idea that SI in kagome metals
could set the stage for loop current order reachable through
a full scale many-body analysis beyond mean field and finite
size studies. As we delve into the intrinsic charge orders of the
kagome lattice, we further reduce complexity by examining
a spinless fermionic model with inter-site Coulomb interac-
tions. There are three motivations for this step. First, as we are
avoiding complicated magnetic orders via a frozen spin sce-
nario, we can thoroughly study the effect of sublattice texture
on charge fluctuations. Second, given the absence of magnetic
phases for most kagome metals of our interest, the amount of
competing density wave orders removed through this simpli-
fication is highly limited, and hence allows to draw rather ac-
curate implications for the spinful model. Third, the model is
directly relevant to experiments, like antiferromagnet FeGe.
To go beyond mean-field calculations, we employ the random
phase approximation (RPA) approach, which allows us to treat
both onsite and bond order on equal footing. Our analysis of
charge susceptibilities reveals that while the onsite charge or-
der will be suppressed, the bond charge order gets enhanced
owing to SI from the sublattice texture associated with the p-
type VHS. Moreover, facilitated by the unique lattice’s geom-
etry, we observe that the nearest-neighbor (NN) and next NN
(NNN) bonds exhibit pronounced intrinsic real and imaginary
bond charge fluctuations, respectively. The emergence of a

FIG. 1. Kagome lattice and charge susceptibility bubbles. (a)
Kagome lattice and (b) the sublattice-resolved Fermi surface at the p-
type van Hove filling, with three sublattice indicated by red (1), blue
(2) and green (3) circles. The two basis lattice vectors are a1 = (1, 0),
a2 = (− 1

2 ,
√

3
2 ), with the third vector a3 = −a1 − a2. Feynman di-

agrams for susceptibilities in the onsite (c), bond (d), and mixed (e)
channels. Ω is the onsite susceptibility and Π and Ξ are two bond
susceptibilities, with fm(k) describing the corresponding form fac-
tors.

2 × 2 loop current order as the ground state is favored when
the NNN repulsion is sufficiently strong, while dominant NN
repulsion favors a 2×2 trihexgonal charge bond order and can
stabilize a nematic state characterized by charge density mod-
ulations within the unit cell. We further explore the nature of
triplet superconductivity away from van Hove filling descend-
ing from such exotic charge orders within our model, where
p- and f -wave pairings emerge due to bond charge fluctua-
tions. Finally, we discuss possible experimental implications
and contemplate on future quantitative theoretical studies that
build upon the conceptual narrative outlined in our work.

II. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL AND SUSCEPTIBILITIES
OF ONSITE AND BOND CHARGE ORDERS

The kagome lattice consists of corner-sharing triangles with
three sublattices, as shown in Fig.1(a). The kinetic energy is
described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian,

H0 = −t
∑

⟨rr′⟩,α,β

c†α(r)cβ(r′) − µ
∑
rα

nα(r), (1)

where c†α(r) and cα(r) are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors of an electron at the lattice site r, α = 1, 2, 3 is the sublat-
tice index, ⟨rr′⟩ denotes the NN sites, and nα(r) = c†α(r)cα(r)
is the electron density operator. t and µ are the NN hopping
parameter and chemical potential, respectively. Defining t as
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the unit of energy, we set t = 1 from now on. The tight-
binding band structures feature two VHSs, one Dirac cone,
and a flat band. In particular, the Fermi surfaces at the two
van Hove (VH) fillings are characterized by distinct sublatice
textures [34, 35]. In this work, we focus on the upper VH
case at the pristine filling, i.e. the p-type VHS [34, 35], and
the sublattice-resolved Fermi surface is displayed in Fig.1(b).
Clearly, the wavefunction at each saddle point (i.e. M point)
is attributed to a single sublattice, while at the midpoint be-
tween two saddle points, the wavefunction exhibits a mixture
of two sublattices. The Fermi surface nesting vectors Q1,2,3
always connect distinct sublattice characters of states around
the three saddle points, leading to substantial bond fluctua-
tions, as will be demonstrated in the subsequent analysis.

To examine the intrinsic fluctuations, we consider the rel-
evant charge orders on the kagome lattice. The first one
is charge modulation, i.e., the onsite charge order, and it is
described by the operator nα(r) in real space. In momen-
tum space, this operator reads nα(q) = 1

√
N

∑
r e−iq·rnα(r) =

1
√

N

∑
k c†α(k + q)cα(k). We additionally consider bond charge

modulation, i.e. charge bond order, on NN and NNN bonds.
Due to the unique geometry of the kagome lattice, within each
unit cell there are two NN (NNN) bonds along the direction
parallel (perpendicular) to each basis vector aα, and they all
connect two distinct sublattices β and γ, with the Levi-civta
symbol satisfying ϵαβγ = 1, i.e., (α, β, γ) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1),
and (3, 1, 2). This allows us to define the symmetric (+) and
antisymmetric (−) bond operators [30, 40]

Bα,+,η(r) =
1
2

[
c†β(r)cγ(r + lα,η) + c†β(r)cγ(r − lα,η)

]
, (2)

Bα,−,η(r) =
i
2

[
c†β(r)cγ(r + lα,η) − c†β(r)cγ(r − lα,η)

]
, (3)

where η denotes NN and NNN bonds, and the corresponding
displacement vectors connecting the two sites of β and γ sub-
lattices are lα,NN =

1
2aα and lα,NNN =

1
2 (aβ −aγ), respectively.

Performing Fourier transformation, the bond order operators
in the momentum space can be written as,

Bα,±,η(q) =
1
√

N

∑
k

fα,±,η(k)c†β(k + q)cγ(k), (4)

with fα,+,η(k) = cos(k · lα,η) and fα,−,η(k) = sin(k · lα,η) be-
ing the form factors of symmetric and antisymmetric bonds,
respectively. We note that the antisymmetric bond defined in
this work differs from that in Refs. [30] and [40] by a factor
of i, which leads to a real form factor in Eq. (4). Clearly,
including NN and NNN bonds, there are in total 12 indepen-
dent bond orders indexed by (α,±, η) within each unit cell.
To simplify their indices, we introduce one-dimensional in-
dices m, n = {1, 2, · · · , 12} = {(1,+,NN), (1,−,NN), 1 →
2, 3, NN → NNN

}
. Note that the bond orders are com-

plex in general, we thus introduce their conjugate partners as
well, B†α,±,η(r) ≡ [Bα,±,η(r)]† in real space and, consequently,
[Bα,±,η(q)]† = B†α,±,η(−q) in momentum space.

To investigate the intrinsic fluctuations of different charge
orders, we calculate the corresponding susceptibilities defined

as,

χpq(q, iωn) =
∫ β

0
dτeiωnτ⟨TτOp(q, τ)[Oq(q, 0)]†⟩. (5)

Here the operator Op runs over the 27 charge orders men-
tioned above, consisting of 24 bond orders in the order of
{B1, B

†

1, B2, B
†

2, · · · B12, B
†

12} followed by the 3 onsite charge
orders {n1, n2, n3}. The bare static susceptibility is given by
χ0

pq(q) ≡ χpq(q, 0). For the convenience of discussion, we
use different notations to distinguish the susceptibilities of on-
site and bond charge orders in the following, and we further
note that the latter can be categorized into two types. Explic-
itly, 3 × 3 susceptibility matrix for onsite charge orders Ω0

αβ =

χ0
24+α,24+β, and 24 × 24 susceptibilities for bond charge orders
Π0

mn = χ
0
2m−1,2n−1 = χ

0
2m,2n and Ξ0

mn = χ
0
2m−1,2n = χ

0
2m,2n−1 with

m, n = 1, · · · , 12. The corresponding Feynman diagrams for
Ω are just the normal bubbles while those for Π and Ξ carry
two additional vertices of form factors, as depicted in Fig. 1(c)
and Fig. 1(d). The analytical expressions of Ω, Π, and Ξ are
given by

Ω0
αβ(q) = −

T
N

∑
k,l

G0
βα(k + q, iωl)G0

αβ(k, iωl), (6)

Π0
mn(q) = −

T
N

∑
k,l

fm(k) fn(k)

×G0
βnβm

(k + q, iωl)G0
γmγn

(k, iωl), (7)

Ξ0
mn(q) = −

T
N

∑
k,l

fm(k + q) fn(k)

×G0
βnγm

(k + q, iωl)G0
βmγn

(k, iωl), (8)

where the noninteracting Green’s function G0
βγ(k, iωl) =∑

ν aβν(k)a∗γν(k)/(iωl − ϵνk) with ϵνk being the ν-th eigen en-
ergy of H0 and aβν(k) the corresponding eigen state. The
summation over the fermionic Matsubara frequency ωl =

(2l+1)πkBT at temperature T yields the lindhard function and
sublattice-associated matrix elements with the detailed formu-
las given in the supplementary material (SM). These sublat-
tice characters embedded in the noninteracting Green’s func-
tions play a predominant role in determining the behavior of
suscpetibilities. The diagram with only one vertex displayed
in Fig. 1(e) represents the susceptibility in the mixed channel
that couples the onsite and bond charge orders.

Before presenting the numerical data, we analyse the con-
tributions to the bare susceptibilities from the VH points. At
the p-type VH filling, the hexagonal Fermi surface encom-
passes the three inequivalent VH points labeled by M1,2,3 at
the zone boundary and features perfect nesting with three
wave vectors Qα =

1
2 Gα, where Gα denotes the reciprocal

wave vector of the kagome lattice. These VH points with
diverging density of states (DOS) are expected to contribute
dominantly to the susceptibilities, especially at the two per-
tinent vectors, q = 0 and q = Qα ≡ Mα. Furthermore, as
mentioned before and shown in Fig. 1(b), the Bloch states
at Mα points are exclusively localized on the αth sublattice.
Consequently, the Green’s functions at Mα are non vanish-
ing only for G0

αα(Mα). It is thus straightforward to show that
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these VH points contribute only to the diagonal elements of
the onsite charge susceptibilities at q = 0, Ωαα(0), while their
contributions to off-diagonal elements of Ω(0) and all bond
susceptibilities, Π(0) and Ξ(0), vanish. This results a dom-
inant onsite charge fluctuation at q = 0. The situation is,
however, completely the opposite for wave vector q = Mα.
The two VH points Mβ and Mγ connected by q = Qα fea-
ture pure βth and γth sublattice, respectively. This feature
leads to the vanishing contribution of VH points in the on-
site charge fluctuation Ω0

α′α′′ (Mα). But these two VH points
can thus dominantly contribute to the susceptibilities Π(Mα)
of the bonds that connecting β and γ sublattices. We note that
they have no contributions to Ξ(Mα) since at least one of the
two Green’s function in Eq. (8) involves mixed sublattices.
This indicates predominant bond fluctuations at q =Mα rather
onsite charge fluctuations. Furthermore, since Mβ/γ · lα,NN =

π
2

and Mβ/γ · lα,NNN = ±
π
2 , the contribution from these two VH

points to the susceptibilities of symmetric bonds with form
factors cos(k · lα,η) also vanishes. Therefore, at the wave vec-
tor q = Mα, the two connected VH points at Mβ and Mγ,
with ϵαβγ = 1, contribute only to the elements of Π(Mα) as-
sociated with the antisymmetric bonds that connects β and γ
sublattices. Explicitly, taking q = M1 as an example, the
VH points contribute only to susceptibility Π22(M1) for bond
B2 = B1,−,NN, Π88(M1) for bond B8 = B1,−,NNN, and Π28(M1)
that couples B2 and B8. Clearly, the unique sublattice texture
at the p-type VH filling plays a pivotal role in suppressing the
onsite charge fluctuations at wavevector q = Mα but signifi-
cantly promoting the bond charge fluctuations in the antisym-
metric channel. This behavior in the kagome lattice markedly
differs from what is observed in the triangular and honey-
comb lattices, where onsite charge fluctuations are dominant
[42, 43]. Additionally, it is readily shown that the contribution
from the VH points to the susceptibilities in the mixed chan-
nels depicted in Fig. 1(e) vanishes as well at both q = 0 and
q =Mα.

The calculated bare susceptibilities are presented in detail
in the SM, with the representative elements displayed in Fig.
2(a) along the high-symmetry path Γ-M1-K-Γ depicted in Fig.
1(b). A temperature of kBT = 0.005 is applied in the calcu-
lation, under which the dominant fluctuations are reflected by
the peaks at q = 0 and q = Mα. Indeed, as suggested by
the above analysis of the contribution from the VH points, the
diagonal elements of onsite charge susceptibilities Ωαα domi-
nate at q = 0, while the leading susceptibilities at q = M1 are
Π22, Π88, and Π28 of the antisymmetric bonds connecting the
two sites of 2nd and 3rd sublattices. The largeΠ0

28(M1) shown
in Fig. 2(a) indicates the strong coupling between the NN and
NNN antisymmetric bond orders. These results promote the
leading fluctuations in the antisymmetric bond channel, in-
stead of symmetric bond or onsite charge channels. However,
the nature of the antisymmetric bond order is yet to be ex-
plored.

To reveal the nature of the antisymmetric bond order which
exhibits the leading fluctuation at the nesting wavevector Mα,
we further separate the bond orders into their real and imagi-

FIG. 2. Bare and RPA susceptibilities along the high-symmetry
path. (a) Representative components of the bare susceptibility for
onsite and bond charge orders. Representative components of the
RPA susceptibilities for onsite and bond charge orders at various
inter-site Coulomb interactions: (b) VNN = 0.6, VNNN = 0.0, (c)
VNN = 0.0, VNNN = 0.95, and (d) VNN = 0.5, VNNN = 0.75. We adopt
kBT = 0.005 in a-c, while a higher temperature kBT = 0.01 in d is
used to avoid divergence.

nary parts,

B′m(q) =
1
2

[Bm + B†m], B′′m(q) =
1
2i

[Bm − B†m], m ∈ odd, (9)

B′m(q) =
1
2i

[Bm − B†m], B′′m(q) =
1
2

[Bm + B†m], m ∈ even.

(10)

Here the definition in the antisymmetric bond channel is dif-
ferent because of the additional factor i used in Eq. (3). B′m
and B′′m represent the hopping and current modulation on the
bonds, respectively. It is straightforward to show that the static
susceptibilities of the real and imaginary bond charge orders
can be rewritten as,

χ
′
mm(q) = [Πmm(q) − (−1)mΞmm(q)]/2,
χ
′′
mm(q) = [Πmm(q) + (−1)mΞmm(q)]/2. (11)

Clearly, the relative strength of real and imaginary bond fluc-
tuations is dictated by the sign of Ξ(Mα). According to pre-
vious line of reasoning, the VH points contribute nothing to
Ξ, rendering these fluctuations degenerate when considering
only states at VH points. As a result, one has to go beyond the
VH points and consider the contributions from other portions
of the hexagonal FS to determine the sign of Ξ(Mα).

We consider the diagonal elements of Ξ at q = Mα for
the antisymmetric bonds connecting β and γ sublattice, i.e.,
NN bond B2α and NNN bond B6+2α, that are tied to the
leading fluctuation. Because of the unique geometry of the
kagome lattice, the nesting and connecting vectors satisfy
lα,NN ∥ Qα and lα,NNN ⊥ Qα, leading to Qα · lα,NN = π and
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Qα · lα,NNN = 0. Consequently, for k on the hexgonal FS, the
two form factors in Ξ2α,2α(Qα) for the NN antisymmetric bond
read f2α(k+Qα) f2α(k) = − sin2(k ·lα,NN) ≤ 0, whereas the two
form factors in Ξ6+2α,6+2α(Qα) for the NNN antisymmetric
bond are given by f6+2α(k+Qα) f6+2α(k) = sin2(k · lα,NNN) ≥ 0.
These distinctive characteristics suggest that Ξ2α,2α(Qα) and
Ξ6+2α,6+2α(Qα) have the opposite signs, pointing to the differ-
ent nature of bond fluctuations on the NN and NNN bonds.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 1(a), Ξ22 is negative while Ξ88 is
positive at q = M1 due to the positive Green’s function re-
lated sublattice factors. From the Eq. (11), it is apparent that,
in the antisymmetric channel, the bare real bond fluctuation
on the NN bonds is more pronounced, whereas the bare imag-
inary bond fluctuation is stronger on the NNN bonds. These
distinctive characteristics, determined by the sublattice tex-
ture and unique geometry in the kagome lattice, open up the
possibility of realizing exotic electronic orders, such as loop
current ground states.

III. COMPETING ELECTRONIC STATES WITH
INTER-SITE COULOMB INTERACTIONS

To focus on the competition between intrinsic charge or-
ders on the kagome lattice, we consider the simplified spinless
model where the spin degree of freedom is removed. In this
case, the onsite Coloumb repulsion is absent by the Pauli ex-
clusion and we consider the NN and NNN inter-site Coloumb
repulsions,

Hint =
∑
η

Vη

∑
α,r

[
nβ(r)nγ(r + lη) + nβ(r)nγ(r − lη)

]
(12)

=
1
N

∑
η,α

∑
kk′q

2Vη(q)c†β(k)cβ(k + q)c†γ(k′ + q)cγ(k′),

with Vη(q) = Vη cos(q·lα,η). The interactions can be decoupled
in terms of onsite charge orders

Hint =
∑
η,α,q

2Vη(q)[nβ(q)]†nγ(q), (13)

or offsite bond orders

Hint = −
∑
η,α,q

∑
s=±

2Vη[Bα,s,η(q)]†Bα,s,η(q). (14)

Once these interactions are introduced, both onsite and
bond charge susceptibilities get renormalized. The first-
order ladder of bond susceptibilities can be decomposed into
the product of bond susceptibilities in different channels, as
the interaction carrying internal momentum of fermion pro-
pogators can be decoupled owing to Eq.14, derived from
Vη(k − k′) = Vη

∑
s=± fα,s,η(k) fα,s,η(k′). The first-order bubble

of bond susceptibilities will introduce a susceptibility in the
mixed channel with only one vertex (as shown in Fig.1(e)),
which is the coupling between bond and onsite charge order.
Then, the first-order bubble of this mixed susceptibility will
involve the onsite susceptibility. This hierarchy structure can
be treated within the susceptibility matrix χ, which involves

both onsite and bond charge orders. We employ the random
phase approximation (RPA) summation of all bubble and lad-
der diagrams (details in SM), that yields the renormalized sus-
ceptibility matrix,

χRPA(q) = [1 + χ0(q)Uc(q)]−1
χ

0(q). (15)

The interaction matrixUc(q) is given by,

Uc(q) =

 Vc
NN 0 0
0 Vc

NNN 0
0 0 Uc(q)

 ,
Uc(q) =

 0 V12 V13
V12 0 V23
V13 V23 0

 ,
Vc
η = −diag{2Vη, 2Vη, ...},

Vβγ = 2VNN fα,+,NN(q) + 2VNNN fα,+,NNN(q), (16)

with the indices α, β, γ being in (α, β, γ). As the temperature
decreases, an eigenvalue of the RPA susceptibility χRPA at a
specific momentum q turns negative, signaling an instability
at this q vector. The associated eigenvector contains the struc-
ture of the charge instability, i.e. the CDW pattern.

According to our previous analysis, the relevant fluctua-
tions are in the onsite and anti-symmetric bond channels and
we thus study the effect of inter-site Coulomb interactions on
them. With a typical NN repulsion of VNN = 0.6, the suscep-
tibilities in various channels χ′,′′/Ω are displayed in Fig.2(b).
The NN bond fluctuations are significantly enhanced at the M
point but the NN real bond susceptibility is dominant, consis-
tent with previous studies [36, 37]. The NN imaginary bond
fluctuation (green dashed line) is the subdominant while the
onsite charge fluctuation is quite weak. In contrast, with a
moderate NNN repulsion VNN = 0.95, the susceptibilities of
imaginary bond orders are significant at the M point and the
NNN imaginary bond susceptibility is much larger than the
others, as shown in Fig.2(c). This indicates that the NNN re-
pulsion can promote the imaginary bond fluctuation on the
NNN bond. When both NN and NNN repulsions are substan-
tial, the onsite charge fluctuation at q = 0 exceeds the bond
fluctuations at the M point and becomes dominant, as shown
in Fig.2(d). Meanwhile, the enhancement of the onsite charge
susceptibility at the M point always remains weak, due to the
aforementioned sublattice interference effect.

We further scrutinize the eigenvalues of χRPA(q) to study the
particle-hole instabilities with decreasing temperature. The
obtained phase diagram is displayed in Fig. 3(a), with color
representing the transition temperatures. When the NN re-
pulsion is dominant and the NNN repulsion is weak (region
I), the susceptibility of real bond order at three M points first
diverges as the temperature decreases and the system favors
the charge bond order (CBO). For a dominant NNN repul-
sion (region II), the imaginary bond order, i.e. loop current
order (LCO), is the leading instability. Due to the coupling
between bond order on the NN and NNN bonds, both CBO
and LCO exhibit a sizable mixture between these bonds, as
shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). These particle-hole instabilities
are consistent with our weak-coupling analysis, which indi-
cates that the real bond order generates uniform larger gaps
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(a)

(c) (d)(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Phase diagram of the spinless kagome lattice with inter-
site Coulomb interactions at the p-type VH filling. Real-space pat-
terns of three orders: (b) trihexagonal pattern of CBO. (c) bond pat-
tern of LCO, (d) nematic CDM. The thick (thin) bond represents a
strong (weak) hopping, the arrow represents the direction of current
and the size of sphere denotes the charge density. The transition tem-
perature in the white region is below 10−3.

on the Fermi surface for the NN channel and the imaginary
bond order produces larger gaps on the Fermi surface for the
NNN channel (details in SM). When both NN and NNN re-
pulsions are strong (region III), the two-fold charge order with
q = 0 is favored and characterized by a mixture of onsite
and symmetric bond orders (shown in Fig. 3 (d)). The on-
site order, characterized by distinct occupations on three sub-
lattices, is dubbed as nematic sublattice density modulation
(nSDM) and exhibits an electrostatic energy gain that scales
linearly with the increasing inter-sublattice repulsion. When
the Coulomb repulsion is relatively weak, this energy gain is
small and charge bond orders predominate. However, as the
repulsion strengthens, the energy benefit of the onsite charge
order increases rapidly, making it the dominant configuration
under conditions of strong repulsion (details in SM).

For both CBO and LCO, the instability occurs simultane-
ously at three symmetry related M points and the ground state
can be determined by the analysis of Ginzburg-Landau free
energy. In the CBO, the trilinear term favors the triple-M
phase with 2 × 2 reconstructions and the corresponding sign
of its coefficient determines the real-space pattern [29]: a neg-
ative sign favors the trihexagonal pattern and a positive sign
favors the Star of David pattern. The real-space trihexago-
nal configuration involving NN and NNN bonds is displayed
in Fig.3 (b), where the thick (thin) bond represents a strong
(weak) hopping. With typical order parameters, the corre-
sponding unfolded band structure is shown in Fig.4 (a) and
the Fermi surface is fully gapped with a maximum gap occur-
ring around the VHSs. For the LCO, the trilinear term van-

ishes due the time-reversal symmetry and the free energy up
to quartic terms reads,

FLCO = aΨ2 + bΨ4 + c(ψ2
1ψ

2
2 + ψ

2
2ψ

2
3 + ψ

2
3ψ

2
1), (17)

where ψi is the order parameter of LCO with the vector Mi
and Ψ2 =

∑
i ψ

2
i . The quadratic coefficient is a = a0(T − Tc)

with a0 > 0. The coefficient of the coupling term determines
the ground state. A large positive c usually favors the single-
M phase with 1× 2 reconstructions but a negative c favors the
triple-M phase with 2× 2 reconstructions. Fig.3 (c) illustrates
the real-space pattern of triple-M 2 × 2 LCO with the six-fold
rotational symmetry, where the arrows denote the direction
of the current pattern emerging in both NN and NNN bonds.
Within this phase, the time-reversal symmetry is broken and
the occupied band features a nontrivial Chern number. The
unfolded band structure is displayed in Fig.4 (b), and the gap
opening is anisotropic: the gap along Γ-K almost vanishes but
reaches the maximum at VHSs. Distinct from the CBO, there
is an additional state located at the Fermi level around VHSs.
These lead to finite spectral weight at the Fermi energy along
the Γ-K line and around M, as observed from the Fermi sur-
face shown in the inset of Fig.4 (b). For the two-fold sublattice
density modulation order, the free energy reads,

FCDW = a′(ρ2
1 + ρ

2
2) + c′(ρ3

+ + ρ
3
−), (18)

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 4. Unfolded band structure along the high-symmetry path with
the 2 × 2 CBO (a), 2 × 2 LCO (b) and nematic order with charge
density modulations (c). The NN and NNN bond order parameters
in the anti-symmetric channel are ∆−,NN = −0.12 and ∆−,NNN = 0.07
for the CBO and∆−,NN = −0.09i and∆−,NNN = 0.10i for the LCO. For
the nematic CDM phase, the adopted parameters are ∆0(2,−1,−1) in
the onsite channel with ∆0 = 0.1 and ∆2(3),+,NN = 0.05 in the NN
symmetrical channel. The detailed Hamiltonian is provided in SM.
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FIG. 5. Effective Cooper pair scattering mediated by onsite and
bond charge fluctuations. Feynman diagrams of effective pairing in-
teraction from bond (a) and onsite (b) charge fluctuations. Effective
pairing interaction on the Fermi surface from bubbles (c),(d) and lad-
ders (e),(f). Two reference points P1 and P2 are marked in the insert
of (f) and θ is measured in the counterclockwise direction from the
horizontal axis. The adopted chemical potential and temperature are
µ = 0.01 and kBT = 0.007, respectively.

where ρ1,2 are the two-fold order parameters and ρ± = ρ1±iρ2.
Assuming (ρ1, ρ2) = ρ(sin2θ, cos2θ), the cubic term can be
written as ρ3cos(6θ), which is minimized by 2θ = 2nπ/3 for
c′ < 0 and 2θ = (2n + 1)π/3 for c′ > 0. The resulting or-
der will break the six-fold rotational symmetry and thus is
nematic. The order mainly involves charge density modula-
tions within the unit cell and a representative nematic real-
space configuration is shown in Fig.3 (d), where the large red
spheres denote larger occupation and the red sublattice related
bonds have stronger hopping amplitude. As shown in Fig.4
(c), this nSDM order will not introduce any band fold and gap
opening around the Fermi level but introduce anisotropic en-
ergy shifts for the VHSs.

IV. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY MEDIATED BY ONSITE AND
BOND CHARGE DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

When the Fermi level moves away from VHSs, the Fermi
surface nesting weakens, leading to the suppression of both
onsite and bond charge orders. However, these charge fluc-
tuations can promote particle-particle instabilities, i.e. super-
conductivity. In this section, we explore the induced super-
conducting pairing when these particle-hole orders become
unstable. Based on the Feynman diagrams in Fig.5(a) and (b),
the onsite charge fluctuation (Ω) peaking at q = 0 dominantly
contributes to the forward Cooper pair scattering. While,
the bond charge fluctuation (Π/Ξ) peaking at M points con-

tributes to the Cooper pair scattering with a large momentum
transfer. The effective pairing interaction vertex Γ (k,k′) can
be expressed as the onsite and bond charge fluctuations in the
RPA approximation (details in SM). We tune the chemical po-
tential slightly away from VH filling and the corresponding
Fermi surface is shown in the inset of Fig.5(f), where there
are two representative points P1 and P2. We plot the effective
interaction from RPA bubbles ΓB (Ω) and ladders ΓL (Π/Ξ)
with different inter-site Coulomb interactions in Fig.5 (c)-(f),
respectively. When one momentum is fixed at the point P1,
whose eigenvector is dominantly contributed by one sublat-
tice, the effective interaction ΓB(P1,k) is weak and nonzero
only when k is close to ±P1 due to the sublattice texture on
the Fermi surface [44]. In contrast, the effective interaction
ΓL(P1,k) is substantial and exhibits sharp peaks when k is in
proximity to the other two VHSs. Moreover, the effective in-
teractions display opposite signs in two cases where VNN and
VNNN are dominant. The Cooper pair scattering between dif-
ferent VHSs can be exclusively mediated by the bond fluctu-
ation Ξ. The NN and NNN Ξ at the nesting vector features
the opposite sign and thus real and imaginary bond fluctu-
ations generate the opposite effective interactions (details in
SM), featuring distinct pairing states. When one momentum
is fixed at the point P2, whose eigenvector is attributed to a
mixture of two sublattices, the effective interaction ΓB(P2,k)
is large and peaks at k = ±P2. Due to its anti-symmetric
nature, it turns repulsive around k = −P2 (θ = π), as indi-
cated from Fig.5 (d). While, the effective interaction ΓL(P2,k)
mainly mediated by the bond fluctuation Π is also significant
around k = ±P2 and becomes attractive around k = −P2
but drops to zero when the momentum transfer is large, as
shown in Fig.5 (f). Intriguingly, the total effectively interac-
tion ΓT(P2,k) = ΓB(P2,k) + ΓL(P2,k) for k around −P2 is
attractive with a dominant VNN but repulsive with a dominant
VNNN, which determines the pairing gap functions.

Near the transition temperature, the gap function can be ob-
tained by solving the linearized gap equation,

−

∫
FS

√
3dk′

2(2π)2|vk′ |
V t (k,k′)∆i(k′) = λi∆i(k), (19)

where vF(k) is the Fermi velocity at the momentum k on the
Fermi surface (FS). λi denotes the pairing strength for the gap
function ∆i(k) from the pairing interaction vertex in the triplet
(t) channel, with V t(k,k′) = 1

2 [ΓT(k,k′)−ΓT(k,−k′)] (for de-
tails see SM). We study the dominant pairing states based on
the above equation and Fig.6 (a) displays the leading pairing
eigenvalues with a variation of VNNN and a fixed VNN = 0.2.
The p-wave state is favored for VNNN < 0.2. For an interme-
diate VNNN, the fx3−3xy2 -wave pairing is dominant. Increasing
VNNN further, the eigenvalue of the fy3−3yx2 -wave pairing in-
creases rapidly and becomes the leading around VNNN = 1.0.
The comprehensive VNN − VNNN phase diagram is illustrated
in Fig.6 (c). Here, the two dominant p-wave and fx3−3xy2 -
wave pairings lie adjacent to CBO and LCO/nSDM, imply-
ing that their emergence are facilitated by the corresponding
charge fluctuations. The corresponding gap functions are dis-
played in the Fig.6 (c)-(e), where the f -wave gaps feature a
sign change with a six-fold rotation and px,y-wave state is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

FIG. 6. Superconducting phase diagram and leading gap functions away from the p-type VH filling. (a) Pairing eigenvalues λ with a variation
of VNNN and a fixed VNN = 0.2. (b) Phase diagram of superconductivity from the inter-site repulsions. In upper right region, RPA charge
susceptibilities diverge at the adopted temperature kBT = 0.007 and thus particle-hole instabilities are leading. Representative superconducting
gap functions: (c) fy3−3x2y-wave (d) fx3−3xy2 -wave (e) p-wave.

two-fold degenerate. The px,y-wave pairing tends to form a
px + ipy state to maximize the superconducting condensation
energy. The fy3−3yx2 -wave state existing in a narrow region is
extremely close to LCO, indicating that it is dominantly pro-
moted by loop current fluctuations. The superconducting gaps
around saddle points connected by the nesting vectors have
same sign, which is dictated by the attractive pairing inter-
action between different VHSs. The fx3−3xy2 -wave pairing is
generated by both LCO and nSDM fluctuations and the sign-
reversed gaps between two opposite edges are attributed to the
repulsive nature of ΓT(P2,k) around k = −P2. The p-wave
pairing is driven by the CBO fluctuations and the attractive
total interaction ΓT(P2,k) around k = −P2 ensures that the
gaps maintains the same sign on two opposite edges. In addi-
tion, its odd-parity nature will introduce line nodes along Γ-K
line.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

At the p-type VH filling, the associated sublattice texture
on the Fermi surface plays pivotal role in determining the cor-
related states in the kagome lattice. The real-space 2×2 mod-
ulated onsite charge order is significantly suppressed and the
bond charge order gets promoted due to the sublattice inter-
ference. Owing to the unique geometry of the kagome lattice,
the NN and NNN bonds are characterized by strong intrinsic
real and imaginary bond fluctuations, respectively. The loop
current state can naturally emerge when there is a strong NNN
repulsion. Our work demonstrates that the kagome lattice is
an ideal platform to realize such loop current state. The ob-
tained 2×2 loop current order is in the anti-symmetric channel
and breaks the translational symmetry derived from the Fermi

surface nesting. It is distinct from the loop current order in
the symmetric channel with q = 0 at 1/3 or 2/3 fillings, where
quadratic band touching is believed to be essential [45–47].

In the nonmagnetic kagome materials, there is an additional
degree of freedom, i.e. electron’s spin. In a spinful model,
the onsite Coulomb repulsion becomes relevant and the onsite
charge fluctuation gets enhanced as the charge density dou-
bles. A strong NNN repulsion will further enhance the onsite
CDW, rendering the LCO subleading. However, the third NN
repulsion acting on the same subalttice can suppress the CDW
and LCO may still be stabilized in certain parameter space. A
strong onsite Coulomb interaction can enhance the spin bond
order and complicates the phase diagram, which deserves fu-
ture investigation.

We discuss the potential experimental implications of the
correlated states in our calculations. The obtained 2 × 2 LCO
state can be relevant in two types of kagome materials. In
AV3Sb5, the CDW exhibits an in-plane 2 × 2 reconstruction
and time-reversal symmetry breaking. There are both p-type
and m-type VHSs in the vicinity of the Fermi level and the
multi-orbital nature and strong hybridization between V d or-
bitals and Sb p orbitals can enhance the inter-site repulsion
in the kagome lattice [32, 33]. These are consistent with
our setting in our model calculations. Moreover, the mul-
tiple types of VHSs may be helpful to stabilize LCO in the
spinful case [48]. The CDW observed in AV3Sb5 may be at-
tributed to the LCO and driven by inter-site Coulomb interac-
tions. Another relevant kagome material is FeGe, which ex-
hibits both antiferromagnetic and CDW orders. Each kagome
layer is ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic splitting is large,
resulting multiple spin-polarized VHSs in proximity to the
Fermi level [17, 18]. This spin-polarized band is close to
the adopted spinless kagome model here. The orbital mag-
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netism associated with LCO can account for the change of
magnetic moment upon the CDW transition in FeGe [17, 18].
The nematic SDM involving onsite and symmetric bond or-
ders in our calculations can account for the nematicity in
CsTi3Bi5 observed by the quasi-particle interference in STM
measurements [49, 50]. Especially, the observed anisotropic
symmetry-breaking feature in momentum space can be at-
tributed to the nematic bond order.

In summary, our study demonstrates that the loop cur-
rent state can be stabilized within the spinless kagome lat-
tice, driven by the pronounced imaginary bond fluctuations
on next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) bonds. The uncovered sub-
lattice texture plays a pivotal role in the formation of bond
charge orders, with the accompanying sublattice interference
being deeply connected to the emergence of exotic correlated
states. Our findings shed light on the unique character of the
kagome lattice and propose a new mechanism for realizing
exotic orders in kagome-based materials, such as loop current
states.
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